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THE LEADIR IN PROPTRTY & CASUALIY NEWS

Calif. Wildfire losses
Could Reach $500 Million
Insured losses from three California
wildfires, already above $100 million,
could run as high as $500 million for
property carriers, as policyholders
and adjusters gain access to the still
smoldering region. ,," Page 6

Hartford Faces Trial

0ver Kickback Allegations
A federal appeals court reinstated
a 2004 securities class-action against
The Hartford, alleging stockholders were
misled because the company did not
disclose it had paid insurance brokers
kickbacks to win business. tr, Page 7

AIG To Pay $SOO Million
In Deferred Compensation
AIG is terminating voluntary deferred
compensation programs and paying out
$500 million to eliminate an incentive
for employees to leave the company in
order to obtain deferred pay. [' Page 8

Brokers Say Insurance
Can Ease Credit Crunch
A top broker urged the Treasury Depart-
ment to put the insurance component
of the Troubled Asset Relief Program
to good use as a means of opening up
tight U.S. credit markets. :: Page 10
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Consumers

shopping for
auto insurance

online should
proceed

with caution.
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Online Aggregators Can Help 0pen Doors,

But Agents Must Still Close Prospect Sales
*Y AilAM EHTRiJgiNI

f HE POPULARITY OF online compari-

I son shopping has given rise to a pre-

I ponderance of insurance aggregator

sites. Many of these Web sites bill them-
selves as easy, one-stop shopping resources

for consumers, while promising agents a

simple way to grow their book of business.

But there is more to aggregator sites

than meets the eye. As with other types of
technology, it is important to learn exactly
how the technology works and what the
potential benefits and challenges are in
determining whether working with an ag-

gregator is the right marketing tool for an

agency.

Insurance aggregators are companies

that work with a large number of direct in-
surers, agents and intermediaries to deliver
to consumers a streamlined, user-friendly
experience.

Since many resources are "aggregated"

into one place, the customer need only
complete one set of questions, rather than
multiple sets, to receive price results or
agent referrals for a number of different
insurance providers. Typically, aggregator

sites provide a cost-per-lead pricing struc-

ture to agents who utilize the service.

Given the ubiquitous nafure of Intemet
networking and e-commerce, agents must
find a way to use technology to their ad-

vantage. Aggregator sites are one way to
accomplish that goal.

Today more and more consumers start

their search for the right insurance policy

online, whether to request a quote and com-

pare prices, or to find an agent to work with

strong track record. A common complaint among

agents is that aggregator sites promise more than
they can deliver or make pledges to consumers they

don't keep.

F' Expect the service to provide leads, but be pre-

pared to follow through to complete the sale.

F Make the most of leads by attempting to cross-sell

different types of policies. Many agents are successful

in closing a sale, but forget the potential for bringing

in other types of business from the same customer,

who often has other insurance needs as well, and who

might not be aware of multi-line discounts

F Keep close tabs on all activity and end results.
lf you track leads and all activity related to them,
including whether or not a sale was made, it is easy

to get a truly accurate cost/benefit analysis of wheth-

er the technology is working for you.

face-to-face or over the phone. It is vital that
agents have a presence on the Internet, mak-

ing it easier for customers to find them.
There are several advantages to working

with an aggregator site. Smaller agents in
particular can benefit fiom the aggregator's

ability to rank high on searches conducted
in major search engines.

The massive volume of insurance-relat-

,

ed Web sites makes it highly
unlikely smaller agents will
be easily found in consumer

searches, but a well-known
aggregator will rank high ev-

ery time a consumer search-

es for a quote or an agent.

If an agent is connected to
an aggregator, they receive

the benefits of the aggrega-

tors slze.

Another benefit to working with aggre-

gators is that agents have a large degree of
control over how much it will cost. Many
of the well-known aggregator sites operate

on a pay-as-you-go basis, meaning that

agents only pay for the Internet leads that
they choose to purchase.

The agents control the level of exposure

and cost they are willing to take on, and

can usualiy make adjustments easily using

their online accounts. The average pricing

for Internet lead services-a main offering
of aggregator sites-ranges from $8{o-$12
per lead.

Finally, agents can geo-target their lead

purchases down to the five-digit ZIP code

to ensure that they are writing polices only
fiom their designated marketing territories.

CHATTENGES CITED

There are challenges to working with ag-

gregator Web sites as well.

) First, agents must be comfortable and

familiar with Internet media. The entire
process of working with the aggregator site

will be Web-based, meaning that agents

must be comfortable checking in with a

Web site for all their account information,
as well as to access the services and leads

for which they are paying.
) Second, it is important to remember that
while partnering with an aggregator is a

powerful alliance, the connection in and

of itself is not a panacea.

Agents who are paying for online leads,

for example, must continue to work the
leads to bring in the sale just as they would
with any other technology or marketing
tool.

The aggregator site will only get agents

into the path of online consumers who are

Iooking for information about insurance.

It will not close the business. That must be

done by the agents themselves.

) Finally, working with an aggregator site

is another marketing tool that must be

mastered.

Different types of technology have

strengths and weaknesses, depending on
the task at hand, and it will take time to
experiment with different fulfillment ap-

proaches to understand which applications
v cotrtinued on page 22
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to Liberty Mutual via their own Web site

in order to get a quote. Their figure, not
inch"rding my alrna mater discount, was

about $71 per month, or $428 over six

months.
Next on the list was Allstate, which

was unique in that it allowed me to get

a quole without providing my name or
other personal information. It simply asks

for data on gender, age, accidents ln the
last flve years, vehicle details and "bllling
history"-their code for credit history.

(A word about the credit issue: Virtually
every site either asks about your credlt, or'

makes it clear that they will check your
credit as palt of their evaluation process.)

The six-month quote I received from
Allstate was $550-or $47 less than quoted
me by the Allstate agent via InsWeb. In
fairness, however, the agent had more
details to work with, thus his quote was

probabl1, more accurate.

I then ploceeded to State Farm, which
had the distinction of being the only site

to insist that I provide my drivers iicense

number. The quote here was $472, as men-

tioned, or $78.65 per month.

riJF'i;.rrl ! l.fi;&ilfYfi$

After so many years of selling auto insur-

ance online, you would thlnk that insurers

would make the process less time-consum-
ing and more user-filend1,v, while refining
thelr evaluation tools to the point where

the differences in rates would be relatively

small. Unfortunatel,v, our latest foray into
Web-based buying found just the opposite

in some cases.

One must appreciate that insurers walk
a delicate line between providing a fast

quote and providing an accurate quote.

More information will, in most cases, allow

carriers to give you a quote that is closer to
what you will actually pay.

On the other hand, it takes more time
to provide more information, and that
could cause some prospective buyers to
give up and go elsewhere.

So where does the consumer draw the
line?

Ior me, it becomes a nuisance to stay

on a Web site that forces me to answer

the sane questions more than once. It is

equally annoylng to input information via

an aggregator, only to have to input the
same information again for carriers that are

providing quotes through the aggregator.

If an aggregatol can't offer treedom

from that aggravaticn, they aren't offering
much value.

It also remains obvious that a slew of
other factors besides customer data nust
be involved in the final quote. As with
most insurance coverages, the true extent
and weight of these factors remalns a

mystery to the consuner. This is demon-

strated by the last two 1,ears' increased gap

between lowest and highest quotes for the
same coverage.

We have seen that the online auto

insurance buying experience remains fiac-
tious in some cases and annoying in oth-
ers. Cnstomers are likely to be fiustrated
and confused by the experience-and who
can blame them?

Overall, we must conclude, as we have

in past years, that consumers can get some

interesting ideas on auto quotes from on-
line outlets, but in the end, it may be to
their advantage to consult a humai'being
who happens to be an agent. [U
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kickback and bid-rigglng schemes.
'Ihe appeais court disagreed with Judge

l)roney's conclusion that the total mix of
information before him was sufficient to
rule, as a matter of 1aw, that an investor of
ordinary intelligence was on inquiry notice
of The Hartford's a1leged1y fraudulent con-

duct byJuly 2001.

Among its evidence, the insurer submit-
ted four articles from general news outlets
and 13 from trade publicatlons such as

National Underwriter, which dealt with con-

trovefsy over cont i ngen L com missions.

Among all the publications, only one

article trom Ncrtional Underwriter actually
mentioned The Hartford, and it was not
specific enough to alert investors, the ap-

peals court found.
Nearly al1 of the stories in the record "are

devoid of company-specific information,"
thus "the argument that they constltute
'storm warnings' is far from compelling,"
the appeals court found.

In addition, the appeals court said a

2001 lawsuit filed in San Francisco, which
made many of the same allegations later

raised by the stockholders, was not "reason-

ably accessible to an ordinary investor." il!
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work best under what circumstances.

Whiie working with insurance aggrega-

tors can be highly profitable, it presents

unique challenges that agents should un-
derstand to get the most out of investing
in an aggregator site.

Every site is different. Internet technol-
ogy can take some getting used to for those

unaccustomed to it, and partnering with
an aggregator site involves focused atten-

tion and diligence to reap the benefits of
the service.

As consumers increasingly look to Inter-
net technology for insurance information
and products, working with aggregator

sites can mean the difference for agents

between stagnation and growth.

Regardless of method, agents must find
a way to get a piece of the action that In-
ternet technology provides-or risk being
iett behind. M

Adam Cherubini is senior vice president of

client development for InsWeb. a Sacramento.

based online insurance marketplace. He may be

reached at acherubini@insweb.com.
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